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The mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) cascade is a highly conserved signaling

transduction module that transduces extracellular stimuli into intracellular responses in

plants. Early studies of plant MAPKs focused on their functions in model plants. Based on

the results of whole-genome sequencing, many MAPKs have been identified in

horticultural plants, such as tomato and apple. Recent studies revealed that the MAPK

cascade also plays crucial roles in the biotic and abiotic stress responses of horticultural

plants. In this review, we summarize the composition and classification of MAPK

cascades in horticultural plants and recent research on this cascade in responses to

abiotic stresses (such as drought, extreme temperature and high salinity) and biotic

stresses (such as pathogen infection). In addition, we discuss the most advanced

research themes related to plant MAPK cascades, thus facilitating research on MAPK

cascade functions in horticultural plants.
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INTRODUCTION

Horticultural plants, including fruits, vegetables, ornamental trees and flowers, are important

economically valuable crops around the world. However, during plant growth and development,

horticultural crops often suffer from a variety of stresses, including biotic stresses (e.g., diseases,

pests) and abiotic stresses (e.g., drought, extreme temperature, high salinity), and these stresses

seriously affect the quality and yield of these crops (Bai et al., 2018). In the process of resisting

adverse stresses, plants have evolved sophisticated, complex and effective defense mechanisms,

including signal perception, signal transduction, transcriptional regulation and immune responses,
to reduce or avoid damage (Kissoudis et al., 2014). Studying the damage to plants caused by stresses

and the response mechanisms of plants under stresses has become one of the focuses in plant stress

resistance research.

Phosphorylation is a very important posttranslational modification (PTM) and the main method

of signal transduction. The phosphorylation of proteins can transmit and amplify external signals by

changing the expression of downstream genes and other biological processes (Wang et al., 2019).
Protein kinases are a class of enzymes that catalyze the phosphorylation of related proteins, and the

serine/threonine protein kinase family of mitogen-activated protein kinases (MAPKs) is one of the

most widely studied gene families.
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MAPKs are highly conserved signaling transduction modules

and participate in many signal transduction processes through

MAPK cascades. A typical MAPK cascade is composed of

MAPK (MPK), MAPK kinase (MAPKK, MAP2K, MKK or

MEK) and MAPK kinase kinase (MAPKKK, MAP3K or

MEKK) (Ichimura et al., 2002; Rodriguez et al., 2010). In a
classical MAPK signaling cascade, MAPKKK is activated by

stimulated plasma membrane receptors and transmits signals

downstream (Wang et al., 2014; Çakır and Kılıçkaya, 2015).

MAPKKK activates MAPKK by phosphorylating the conserved

S/T-XXXXX-S/T (S/T is serine/threonine, and X is an arbitrary

amino acid) motif in MAPKK (Rodriguez et al., 2010).
Subsequently, MAPKK activates MAPK by phosphorylating

the TXY (T is threonine, Y is tyrosine, and X is any amino

acid) motif in MAPK (Taj et al., 2010). Finally, MAPK activates

downstream kinases, enzymes, transcription factors and other

response factors and transmits extracellular environmental

signals into cells (Zhang M. et al., 2018). Through stage-by-
stage phosphorylation, the MAPK cascade can transmit and

amplify signals to downstream proteins and activate the

expression of resistance genes (Hamel et al., 2006). MAPKs

regulate the expression of many genes through the phosphorylation

of proteins, especially the phosphorylation of many transcription

factors (Morris, 2001; Zhang and Klessig, 2001). The MAPK

cascade plays important roles in mediating cell differentiation, cell
development, hormonal activity, and abiotic and biotic stress

responses (Komis et al., 2018). Increasing evidence indicates that

genetic manipulation of the abundance or activity of some MAPK

components can enhance tolerance to many stresses in crop plant

species (Šamajová et al., 2013). In recent years, the function of

MAPK cascades in horticultural plants has received widespread
attention. This review summarizes the composition and

classification of MAPK cascades in horticultural plants and

the roles of MAPK signaling pathways in biotic and abiotic

stresses responses.

COMPOSITION AND CLASSIFICATION OF
MAPK CASCADES IN HORTICULTURAL
PLANTS

Similar to model plants, the horticultural plant MAPK cascade

also consists of three parts: MAPKKK, MAPKK and MAPK. By

analyzing the genomes of various plants, the number of
MAPKKKs was found to be the highest among the three

superfamilies in the MAPK cascade, followed by MAPK and

finally MAPKK (Xu and Zhang, 2015). A total of 80 MAPKKKs,

10 MAPKKs and 20 MAPKs have been reported in Arabidopsis

thaliana (Colcombet and Hirt, 2008). Due to the development of

whole-genome sequencing technology, many MAPK cascade

components have been identified in horticultural plants.
Eighty-nine MAPKKKs, five MAPKKs and 16 MAPKs can be

found in tomato (Solanum lycopersicum) (Kong et al., 2012; Wu

et al., 2014). Recent studies have demonstrated that 120

MAPKKKs, 9 MAPKKs and 26 MAPKs are present in the apple

genome (Zhang et al., 2013; Sun et al., 2017). The cucumber

(Cucumis sativus L.) genome-sequencing project discovered 59

MAPKKKs, six MAPKKs and 14 MAPKs (Wang et al., 2015).

Twelve FvMAPKs, seven FvMAPKKs and 73 FvMAPKKKs were

verified from the recently published strawberry (Fragaria vesca)

genome (Shulaev et al., 2011; Zhou et al., 2017). The grapevine

(Vitis vinifera) genome contains 14 MAPKs, five MAPKKs and
62 MAPKKKs (Çakır and Kılıçkaya, 2015).

According to characteristic sequence motifs, MAPK family

genes (MAPKs, MAPKKs and MAPKKKs) have been divided

into many subfamilies. Based on genome sequencing data,

dendrogram analysis was used to classify MAPK family genes

from three typical horticultural plants (tomato, grapevine and
apple) using Arabidopsis as the standard. MAPKKK can be

subdivided into three groups in higher plants: the MEKK

subfamily, Raf subfamily and ZIK (ZR1-interacting kinase)

subfamily (Rodriguez et al., 2010). In the members of the

MEKK subfamily, a conserved G(T/S)Px(W/Y/F)MAPEV

kinase domain can be found; most ZIK subfamily proteins
have the GTPEFMAPE(L/V)Y domain, while Raf subfamily

members have the GTxx(W/Y)MAPE domain (Jonak et al.,

2002). The Raf and ZIK subfamily proteins have a C-terminal

kinase domain (KD) and a long N-terminal regulatory domain

(RD) that might function in scaffolding to recruit MAPKKs and

MAPKs (Ichimura et al., 2002; Rodriguez et al., 2010). MEKK

subfamily members have a less conserved protein structure
compared with the ZIK subfamily and Raf subfamily (Rao

et al., 2010; Rodriguez et al., 2010). In the tomato genome, 89

putative MAPKKKs have been identified, including 33 MEKK

subfamily members, 16 ZIK subfamily members, and 40 Raf

subfamily members (Figure 1) (Wu et al., 2014). Among the 62

MAPKKKs identified in grapevine, 21 VviMAPKKKs were in the
MEKK subfamily, only 12 VviMAPKKKs belonged to the ZIK

subfamily, and 29 VviMAPKKKs were grouped in the Raf

subfamily (Figure 1) (Çakır and Kılıçkaya, 2015). In apple, a

total of 72 putative MdMAPKKKs were identified in the Raf

subfamily, 11 in the ZIK subfamily and 37 in the MEKK

subfamily (Figure 1) (Sun et al., 2017).

MAPKKs can be divided into four groups, A, B, C and D,
according to amino acid sequence analysis (Ichimura et al., 2002).

Among the five tomato MAPKKs, SlMAPKK1 and SlMAPKK3

belong to group A, SlMAPKK5 belongs to group B, SlMAPKK2

belongs to group C, and SlMAPKK4 belongs to group D (Figure 2)

(Wu et al., 2014). For grapevineMAPKKs, VvMKK2 and VvMKK3

were highly homologous with group A MAPKKs (AtMKK1,
AtMKK2 and AtMKK6) in Arabidopsis, VvMKK5 was highly

homologous with group B MAPKKs (AtMKK3) in Arabidopsis,

VvMKK4 was highly homologous with group C MAPKKs

(AtMKK4 and AtMKK5) in Arabidopsis, and VvMKK1 was highly

homologous with group D MAPKKs (AtMKK8) in Arabidopsis

(Figure 2) (Çakır and Kılıçkaya, 2015). Among the 9 MKKs of

apple, MKK2, MKK6-1 and MKK6-2 belong to group A, MKK3
belongs to group B, MKK4-1 and MKK4-2 belong to group C, and

MKK9-1, MKK9-2 and MKK9-3 belong to group D (Figure 2)

(Zhang et al., 2013).

According to the conserved T-X-Y motif phosphorylated by

MAPKK, MAPKs can be divided into two subfamilies, with one
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containing TEY motifs and the other containing TDY motifs.

Subfamilies containing TEY motifs can be classified into three

groups based on their structural features and sequences (Jonak

et al., 2002). In the tomato genome, three MAPK genes (SlMAPK1–

3) belong to group A, four MAPK genes (SlMAPK4–7) belong to

group B, two MAPK genes (SlMAPK8–9) belong to group C, and
seven MAPK genes (SlMAPK10–16) belong to group D (Figure 3)

(Kong et al., 2012). Although the grapevine genome contains fewer

MAPKs than the Arabidopsis genome (20 MAPKs), the VvMAPKs

have been divided into five subfamilies, which are different from

those in other plant species (Çakır and Kılıçkaya, 2015).

VvMAPK12 and VvMAPK14 are clustered in group A,

VvMAPK9, VvMAPK11, and VvMAPK13 belong to group B,

VvMAPK4 and VvMAPK8 are clustered in group C, the group D

MAPKs in grapevine include VvMAPK1, VvMAPK3, VvMAPK5,

VvMAPK6 andVvMAPK7, andVvMAPK2 andVvMAPK10 belong

to group E, separate from the other groups (Figure 3) (Çakır and

Kılıçkaya, 2015). The MAPK gene family in apple is by far the
largest compared to the estimates for other plant species. The

phylogenetic tree divided the MAPKs into four groups (groups A,

B, C and D) of monophyletic clades. Groups A and C both contain

five appleMAPK genes, followed by group B (6 genes), and group D

constitutes the largest clade containing 10 MdMAPKs (Figure 3)

(Zhang et al., 2013).

FIGURE 1 | Phylogenetic analysis of MAPKKKs in various species. A total of 62 VviMAPKKKs from grapevine, 120 MdMAPKKKs from apple, 89 SlMAPKKKs from

tomato and 78 AtMAPKKKs from Arabidopsis were used to create the neighbor-joining (NJ) tree using MEGA-X with 1,000 bootstraps.
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THE FUNCTION OF MAPK CASCADES IN
RESPONSES TO ABIOTIC STRESSES IN
HORTICULTURAL PLANTS

Facing abiotic stresses, such as drought, extreme temperature,

and salinity, plants have generated specific mechanisms that can

activate secondary messenger-mediated signal transduction,

regulate the expression of resistance genes and ultimately help

plants adapt and survive under these adverse stresses (Zhu, 2016;

Zandalinas et al., 2019). In horticultural plants, MAPK cascades
participate in responses to numerous abiotic stresses, including

drought, extreme temperature, salinity, ozone and UV

irradiation (Table 1) (Ramani and Chelliah, 2007; Meng et al.,

2014; Zhou et al., 2014; Yanagawa et al., 2016; Ji et al., 2017).

MAPK Cascades Involved in Regulating
Drought Tolerance
Drought is a major environmental factor limiting the productivity

and distribution of plants (Shi et al., 2011; Zhang H. et al., 2018).

Horticultural plant roots are extensive and substantially affected

by the soil moisture content, and their growth and products are
therefore seriously influenced by drought stress. Analyzing the

molecular mechanism of drought tolerance has great significance

for breeding drought-tolerant varieties. The MAPK cascade plays

an important role in the drought stress response in horticultural

plants. Three species of Malus were used to study the expression

of MAPKs in response to drought stress: Malus hupehensis, a

drought-sensitive species; Malus sieversii, a drought-tolerant
species; and Malus micromalus, a species with moderate

tolerance (Peng et al., 2006). The highest expression level of

MaMAPK (GenBank accession No. AF435805) was observed in

M. sieversii, followed by M. micromalus and M. hupehensis.

MaMAPK was dramatically induced after drought treatment for

1.5 h. This expression pattern was consistent with antioxidant
enzyme activity in three apple species under drought treatment

(Peng et al., 2006). Mounting evidence indicates that MAPK

cascades play important roles in regulating drought tolerance in

apple. In four apple species,Malus hupehensis (Pamp.) Rehd. var.

pinyiensis, Malus hupehensis (Pamp.) Rehd. var. taishanensis,

Malus baccata (L.) Borkn and Malus sieversii (Ledeb.) Roem, 12

MAPKKKs were highly regulated in leaves treated with 20% PEG
for 3 h (Sun et al., 2017). Overexpression ofMdRaf5, anMAPKKK

Raf-like group gene, dramatically enhanced drought tolerance in

transgenic Arabidopsis plants by reducing transpiration rates and

stomatal apertures (Sun et al., 2017). A recent study reported that

arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi (AMF) can enhance drought

tolerance by using MAPK signals for interactions between AMF
and their apple plant hosts (Huang et al., 2020). During drought,

the expression levels of MdMAPK16-2, MdMAPK17 and

FIGURE 2 | Phylogenetic analysis of MAPKKs in various species. A total of 5 VviMAPKKs from grapevine, 9 MdMAPKKs from apple, 5 SlMAPKKs from tomato, and

eight AtMAPKKs from Arabidopsis were used to create the neighbor-joining (NJ) tree using MEGA-X with 1,000 bootstraps. Four clades were labeled as Group A,

Group B, Group C and Group D.
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MdMAPK20-1 were increased by 36.93%, 58.14% and 54.14%,

respectively, compared to those in apple seedlings without AMF

inoculation (Huang et al., 2020). Exclusive activation of some

MAPK kinases occurs in drought-treated horticultural plants.
BnMAPK1 may be related to the response to drought stress in

Brassica napus, and overexpression of BnMAPK1 enhanced

drought tolerance by increasing cell water retention and root

activity (Weng et al., 2014). In cucumber, all examined CsMAPKs

were initially downregulated for the first 2 days before they were

significantly upregulated after drought treatment (Wang et al.,
2015). In strawberry, FvMAPK5 and FvMAPK8 belong to group B,

which contains well-characterized MAPK genes, including

AtMAPK3 and AtMAPK6 (Zhou et al., 2017). Research has

indicated that FvMAPK5 and FvMAPK8 are important for

abiotic stress responses, with functions similar to those of

AtMAPK3 and AtMAPK6 due to transcriptional activation by

drought (Zhou et al., 2017). In trifoliate orange (Poncirus trifoliata
L. Raf), transcript levels ofMAPKs were increased by dehydration

(Huang et al., 2011). Overexpression of PtrMAPK had a

significant effect on the improvement of drought tolerance in

transgenic tobacco plants. The morphological appearances of

PtrMAPK-overexpression transgenic lines were better than those

of WT plants as more leaves remained green in the transgenic
lines (Huang et al., 2011). In mulberry, eight MnMAPKs were

significantly induced by drought treatment, and two MnMAPKs

(MnMAPK1 and MnMAPK2) were significantly downregulated

(Wei et al., 2014). Six MnMAPKs (MnMAPK3, MnMAPK4,

MnMAPK6, MnMAPK7, MnMAPK8 and MnMAPK9) showed

positively regulated expression, particularly MnMAPK7, which

had very high expression levels after 10 days of drought treatment

(Wei et al., 2014). In W14 (Manihot esculenta ssp. flabellifolia)
subspecies, an ancestor of the wild cassava subspecies with strong

drought tolerance, 20% of MeMAPK genes in leaves and 70% in

roots were found to be induced by drought stress (Yan et al.,

2016). The high ratio of drought-inducedMeMAPK genes in roots

indicates that MAPK genes may play a regulatory role in water

uptake from soil by roots and may help maintain a strong
tolerance to drought stress (Yan et al., 2016). When grapevine

plants were subjected to drought stress, the expression levels of

almost all VviMAPKKK genes significantly increased 8 days

after drought treatment (Wang et al., 2014). VviMAPKKK22,

VviMAPKKK23 , VviMAPKKK51 and VviMAPKKK54

transcripts showed greater than 20-fold increased expression.

This study provided the first insight into the possible
involvement of grapevine MAPKKKs in drought stress (Wang

et al., 2014). These results indicated that MAPK cascades

play important roles in response to drought stress in

horticultural plants.

MAPK Cascades Involved in Response to
Extreme Temperature Stress
Temperature as an important environmental factor has an

increasingly significant effect on plant growth and development

(Quint et al., 2016). When plants suffer abnormal temperature,

FIGURE 3 | Phylogenetic analysis of MAPKs in various species. A total of 14 VviMAPKs from grapevine, 26 MdMAPKs from apple, 16 SlMAPKs from tomato and

20 AtMAPKs from Arabidopsis were used to create the neighbor-joining (NJ) tree using MEGA-X with 1,000 bootstraps.
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TABLE 1 | Overview of MAPKs involved in different stress responses in different species.

Species Gene Name Response to Stress Up/Down Regulated References

Actinidia Chinensis AcMAPK4 Salt Stress up Wang G. et al., 2018

AcMAPK5 Salt Stress up Wang G. et al., 2018

AcMAPK9 Salt Stress up Wang G. et al., 2018

AcMAPK12 Salt Stress up Wang G. et al., 2018

Brassica napus BnMAPK1 Response to Drought Stress Weng et al., 2014

Brassica rapa BraMKK9 Plasmodiophora brassicae infection up Piao et al., 2018

BraMPK1 Plasmodiophora brassicae infection up Piao et al., 2018

BraMPK2 Plasmodiophora brassicae infection up Piao et al., 2018

BraMPK5 Plasmodiophora brassicae infection up Piao et al., 2018

BraMPK9 Plasmodiophora brassicae infection up Piao et al., 2018

BraMPK19 Plasmodiophora brassicae infection up Piao et al., 2018

BraMPK20 Plasmodiophora brassicae infection up Piao et al., 2018

Chrysanthemum morifolium CmMPK1 Low-temperature Stress up Song et al., 2018

CmMPK3.1 Low-temperature Stress up Song et al., 2018

CmMPK3.2 Low-temperature Stress up Song et al., 2018

CmMPK4.2 Low-temperature Stress up Song et al., 2018

CmMPK6 Low-temperature Stress up Song et al., 2018

CmMPK9.1 Low-temperature Stress up Song et al., 2018

CmMPK9.2 Low-temperature Stress up Song et al., 2018

CmMPK13 Low-temperature Stress up Song et al., 2018

CmMPK16 Low-temperature Stress up Song et al., 2018

CmMPK18 Low-temperature Stress up Song et al., 2018

CmMPK1 High-temperature Stress down Song et al., 2018

CmMPK9.1 High-temperature Stress down Song et al., 2018

CmMPK9.2 High-temperature Stress down Song et al., 2018

CmMPK16 High-temperature Stress down Song et al., 2018

CmMPK18 High-temperature Stress down Song et al., 2018

CmMPK4.2 Salt and Drought Stresses up Song et al., 2018

CmMPK13 Salt and Drought Stresses up Song et al., 2018

CmMKK2 Salt and Drought Stresses up Song et al., 2018

CmMKK4 Salt and Drought Stresses up Song et al., 2018

Citrus sinensis CsMAPK1 Response to Xanthomonas citri Infection de Oliveira et al., 2013

Response to Xanthomonas aurantifolii Infection

Cucumis sativus CsMKK4 High-temperature Stress up Wang et al., 2015

Fragaria vesca FvMAPK5 Drought Stress up Zhou et al., 2017

FvMAPK8 Drought Stress up Zhou et al., 2017

FvMAPK3 High-temperature Stress up Zhou et al., 2017

FvMAPKK1 High-temperature Stress up Zhou et al., 2017

FvMAPKK3 High-temperature Stress up Zhou et al., 2017

FvMAPKK6 High-temperature Stress up Zhou et al., 2017

FvMAPKK7 High-temperature Stress up Zhou et al., 2017

FvMAPK5 Salt Stress up Zhou et al., 2017

FvMAPK9 Salt Stress up Zhou et al., 2017

FvMAPK10 Salt Stress up Zhou et al., 2017

FvMAPK11 Salt Stress up Zhou et al., 2017

FvMAPK12 Salt Stress up Zhou et al., 2017

FvMAPKK1 Salt Stress up Zhou et al., 2017

FvMAPKK3 Salt Stress up Zhou et al., 2017

FvMAPKK5 Salt Stress up Zhou et al., 2017

Malus MaMAPK Drought Stress up Peng et al., 2006

MdRaf5 Respnose to Drought Stress Sun et al., 2017

Manihot esculenta MeMAPK4 Salt Stress down Yan et al., 2016

MeMAPK16 Salt Stress down Yan et al., 2016

MeMAPK17 Salt Stress down Yan et al., 2016

MeMAPK19 Salt Stress down Yan et al., 2016

MeMAPK1 Salt Stress up Yan et al., 2016

Moraceae morus MnMAPK1 Drought Stress down Wei et al., 2014

MnMAPK2 Drought Stress down Wei et al., 2014

MnMAPK3 Drought Stress up Wei et al., 2014

MnMAPK4 Drought Stress up Wei et al., 2014

(Continued)
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the cells present with dehydration, the intracellular pH and

osmotic pressure increase, the plasma membrane system and

cell structure are damaged, and the functions of organelles such

as chloroplasts and mitochondria are abnormal, ultimately

leading to metabolic disorders and causing significant losses in

plant productivity (Yamazaki et al., 2009; Yin et al., 2014; Lohani

et al., 2020). In model plants, MAPK cascades play an important

role in response to temperature stress. The MAPK cascade in

Brachypodium distachyon was temperature sensitive: 90% of the

examined MAPK cascade genes were induced under cold stress,

and 60% of the genes were induced by high temperature stress in

B. distachyon (Jiang et al., 2015). In horticultural plants, SlMPK1

TABLE 1 | Continued

Species Gene Name Response to Stress Up/Down Regulated References

MnMAPK6 Drought Stress up Wei et al., 2014

MnMAPK7 Drought Stress up Wei et al., 2014

MnMAPK8 Drought Stress up Wei et al., 2014

MnMAPK9 Drought Stress up Wei et al., 2014

MnMAPK1 High-temperature Stress up Wei et al., 2014

MnMAPK5 High-temperature Stress up Wei et al., 2014

MnMAPK6 High-temperature Stress up Wei et al., 2014

MnMAPK9 High-temperature Stress up Wei et al., 2014

MnMAPK2 High-temperature Stress down Wei et al., 2014

MnMAPK3 High-temperature Stress down Wei et al., 2014

MnMAPK8 High-temperature Stress down Wei et al., 2014

MnMAPK10 High-temperature Stress down Wei et al., 2014

MnMAPK1 Low-temperature Stress up Wei et al., 2014

MnMAPK5 Low-temperature Stress up Wei et al., 2014

MnMAPK1 Salt Stress up Wei et al., 2014

MnMAPK9 Salt Stress up Wei et al., 2014

MnMAPK10 Salt Stress up Wei et al., 2014

MnMAPK3 Salt Stress down Wei et al., 2014

MnMAPK4 Salt Stress down Wei et al., 2014

MnMAPK7 Salt Stress down Wei et al., 2014

MnMAPK8 Salt Stress down Wei et al., 2014

Poncirus trifoliata PtrMAPK Drought Stress up Huang et al., 2011

Solanum lycopersicum SlMPK1 High-temperature Stress down Ding et al., 2018

SlMPK3 Low-temperature Stress up Yu et al., 2015

SlMPK1 Response to Herbivorous Insects Infection Kandoth et al., 2007

SlMPK2 Response to Herbivorous Insects Infection Kandoth et al., 2007

SlMPK3 Response to Herbivorous Insects Infection Kandoth et al., 2007

SlMPK2 Response to Xanthomonas campestris Infection Melech-Bonfil and Sessa, 2011

SlMPK3 Response to Xanthomonas campestris Infection Mayrose et al., 2004

SlMKK2 Response to Pseudomonas syringae Infection Pedley and Martin, 2004

SlMKK4 Response to Pseudomonas syringae Infection Pedley and Martin, 2004

SlMAPKKKϵ Response to Xanthomonas campestris Infection Melech-Bonfil and Sessa, 2010

Response to Pseudomonas syringae Infection

Solanum tuberosm StMEK2 Response to Phytophthora infestans Infection Wang H. et al., 2018

Vitis vinifera VviMAPKKK22 Drought Stress up Wang et al., 2014

VviMAPKKK23 Drought Stress up Wang et al., 2014

VviMAPKKK51 Drought Stress up Wang et al., 2014

VviMAPKKK54 Drought Stress up Wang et al., 2014

VviMAPKKK31 Erysiphe necator Infection up Wang et al., 2014

VviMAPKKK32 Erysiphe necator Infection up Wang et al., 2014

VviMAPKKK34 Erysiphe necator Infection up Wang et al., 2014

VviMAPKKK38 Erysiphe necator Infection up Wang et al., 2014

VviMAPKKK39 Erysiphe necator Infection up Wang et al., 2014

VviMAPKKK46 Erysiphe necator Infection up Wang et al., 2014

VviMAPKKK50 Erysiphe necator Infection up Wang et al., 2014

VviMAPKKK4 Powdery mildew Infection down Wang et al., 2014

VviMAPKKK51 Powdery mildew Infection down Wang et al., 2014

VviMAPKKK54 Powdery mildew Infection down Wang et al., 2014
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and SlMPK2, which are two MAPK genes in tomato (Solanum

lycopersicum), are involved in brassinosteroid-mediated

oxidative and heat stresses (Nie et al., 2013). SlMPK1 is a

negative regulator of thermotolerance in tomato plants.

Silencing of SlMPK1 in transgenic tomato enhances high-

temperature tolerance, whereas SlMPK1-overexpression
transgenic lines displayed lower tolerance to high temperature,

with low levels of antioxidative enzyme activities and high

levels of H2O2 and MDA (Ding et al., 2018). SlMPK3 is a

low-temperature stress response gene. Transgenic plants

overexpressing SlMPK3 exhibited a higher seed germination

rate and longer root length than wild-type plants.
Overexpression of SlMPK3 increased the activity of antioxidant

enzymes, elevated the intracellular levels of proline and soluble

sugars, and enhanced plant resistance under cold stress

conditions (Yu et al., 2015). In cucumber, most of the MAPK

cascade genes could be induced by extreme temperature

treatment. Most of the examined CsMAPKs (except for
CsMPK3 and CsMPK7) were upregulated, and the transcripts

of CsMKK4 exhibited a pronounced increase at 8 h after heat

treatment (Wang et al., 2015). In Fragaria vesca, the expression

of 17 of the 19 MAPK genes (FvMAPK1-12; FvMPKK1-7)

increased significantly at 18 days after flowering during low-

temperature treatment, while the transcript levels of FvMAPK3,

FvMPKK1 , FvMPKK3 , FvMPKK6 and FvMPKK7 were
significantly upregulated by high-temperature treatment (Zhou

et al., 2017). Among these genes, FvMAPKK3 showed specific

activation by cold and heat stresses (Zhou et al., 2017). Research

results have shown that mulberry MAPK genes also participate

in response to extreme temperature. EightMnMAPK genes were

significantly induced by 40°C high-temperature treatment (Wei
et al., 2014). Among them, MnMAPK1, MnMAPK5, MnMAPK6

and MnMAPK9 were upregulated, and MnMAPK2, MnMAPK3,

MnMAPK8 and MnMAPK10 were downregulated. Under low-

temperature (4°C) treatment, the expression levels ofMnMAPK1

andMnMAPK5 were significantly upregulated (Wei et al., 2014).

The CmMPK1, CmMPK3.1, CmMPK3.2, CmMPK4.2, CmMPK6,

CmMPK9.1 , CmMPK9.2 , CmMPK13 , CmMPK16 and
CmMPK18 genes in Chrysanthemum morifolium were induced

after cold treatment, but the expression levels of CmMPK1,

CmMPK3.1, CmMPK3.2, CmMPK4.2, CmMPK9.1, CmMPK9.2,

CmMPK16 and CmMPK18 were decreased or remained

unchanged after heat shock treatment for 1 h (Song et al.,

2018). The available results indicated that MAPK cascades
regulated tolerance to heat or cold stresses in horticultural plants.

MAPK Cascades Involved in Response to
Salt Stress
Salinity, as the major threat to agricultural production, endangers

more than 50% of irrigated lands worldwide (Hasegawa et al.,

2000; Yamaguchi and Blumwald, 2005; Munns et al., 2020).

Exposure of plants to salt stress leads to potential disruption of

membranes and proteins accompanied by rising levels of reactive
oxygen species (ROS) and ultimately results in growth inhibition

and loss of crop yields (Krasensky and Jonak, 2012; Yang and Guo,

2018; Osthoff et al., 2019). Li et al. (2015) reported that activation

of MAPK protein (recognized by a phosphospecific antibody

(pTEpY) and the band between 44 kD and 47 kD) can promote

the expression levels of V-H+-ATPase, leading to high tolerance to

salt in Keyuan-1 peppermint (a salt-tolerant peppermint species).

Recently, research showed that this MAPK protein exhibited time-

dependent activation in Keyuan-1 peppermint during 12 days of
treatment with 150 mM NaCl and primarily modulated the

pathway of essential oil metabolism at the transcript and

enzyme levels of salt-tolerant peppermint upon NaCl stress (Li

et al., 2016). Fen Jiao banana (Musa ABB PisangAwak, FJ) has

higher tolerance to abiotic stress than BaXi Jiao banana (Musa

acuminate L. AAA group cv. Cavendish, BX) (Wang et al., 2017).
Research results indicated that the ratio ofMAPKK andMAPKKK

genes upregulated by salt stress was higher in FJ than in BX,

implying that the MAPK cascade may be more active in FJ than in

BX in response to salt stress (Wang et al., 2017). In mulberry,

MnMAPKs can be induced by salt stress. After high-salinity

treatment, three MnMAPKs (MnMAPK1, MnMAPK9 and
MnMAPK10) were significantly upregulated, and four

MnMAPKs (MnMAPK3 , MnMAPK4 , MnMAPK7 and

MnMAPK8) were significantly downregulated (Wei et al., 2014).

In Chrysanthemum morifolium, CmMPK13 and CmMKK4 were

induced by salt stress; they were specifically expressed in roots, and

their expression was significantly increased after PEG or salt

treatment (Song et al., 2018). In addition, the expression levels
of CmMPK4.2 and CmMKK2 increased after high-salinity and

PEG treatment, which were also shown to interact strongly in

yeast. Therefore, CmMKK4-CmMPK13 and CmMKK2-

CmMPK4 may be involved in regulating salt tolerance in C.

morifolium (Song et al., 2018). In cassava, MAPK family genes

might be positively or negatively involved in the salt stress
response. With high-salinity treatment, MeMAPK4 was

obviously inhibited at all treatment time points, and

MeMAPK16, MeMAPK17 and MeMAPK19 were repressed at

several treatment time points. MeMAPK1 showed upregulation

at all treatment time points (Yan et al., 2016). In kiwifruit, with

high-salinity treatment, the expression of AcMAPK4, AcMAPK5,

AcMAPK9 and AcMAPK12 was significantly upregulated at all
treatment time points, indicating that these genes might be

important regulators in response to salt stress (Wang G. et al.,

2018). Furthermore, in response to salt stress, the expression offive

FvMAPK genes (FvMAPK5, FvMAPK9, FvMAPK10, FvMAPK11

and FvMAPK12) and three FvMAPKK genes (FvMAPKK1,

FvMAPKK3 and FvMAPKK5) also increased in F. vesca, and the
transcript levels of FvMAPKK3 in leaves were specifically activated

by salt stress (Zhou et al., 2017). Mounting evidence has shown

that MAPK cascades were the key regulator of the response to salt

stress in horticultural plants.

THE FUNCTION OF MAPK CASCADES IN
RESPONSES TO BIOTIC STRESSES IN
HORTICULTURAL PLANTS

During their growth and development, plants are often attacked
by bacteria, fungi and viruses. With long-term evolution, higher
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plants have formed a series of defense mechanisms to resist

pathogen infection, such as programmed cell death, cell wall

thickening, ROS accumulation, pathogenesis-related (PR)

protein synthesis, and transcriptional activation of defense

genes (Nejat and Mantri, 2017; Vaahtera et al., 2019). The

MAPK cascade is known to be one of the earliest activated
pathways during defense activation in response to pathogenic

infection (Bi and Zhou, 2017). MAPK cascades are involved in

multiple defense responses, including the signaling of plant

defense hormones, ROS generation, defense gene activation,

and hypersensitive response (HR) cell death (Meng and Zhang,

2013). A comparative transcriptomic analysis was performed
using root tissues of equivalent developmental stages between

apple replant disease-tolerant Geneva® 935 (G.935) and

susceptible Bud 9 (B.9) apple rootstocks after Pythium

ultimum inoculation. A mitogen-activated protein kinase kinase

kinase 3-like (MDP0000187103) gene demonstrated specific

suppression in B.9, whereas the same gene was consistently
upregulated in G.935 (Zhu et al., 2019). MAPK1, which

belongs to group A MAPKs, played an important role in the

defense response to two citrus canker pathogens, Xanthomonas

citri and X. aurantifolii, in citrus (de Oliveira et al., 2013).

Increased expression of MAPK1 was correlated with a

reduction in canker symptoms and a decrease in bacterial

growth. Overexpression of MAPK1 in sweet orange resulted in
higher transcript levels of defense-related genes and significant

accumulation of hydrogen peroxide in response to X. citri

infection (de Oliveira et al., 2013). Previous studies showed

that SlMPK1, SlMPK2 and SlMPK3 played important roles in

the systemin-mediated response to insect herbivory by regulating

jasmonic acid (JA) biosynthesis and the expression of JA-
dependent defense genes in tomato (Kandoth et al., 2007).

SlMPK genes were also involved in the Cf-4-mediated HR that

mediated plant resistance to Cladosporium fulvum (Stulemeijer

et al., 2007). Furthermore, SlMPK2 and SlMPK3 participated in

the defense against Xanthomonas campestris pv. vesicatoria

(Mayrose et al., 2004; Melech-Bonfil and Sessa, 2011). SlMKK2

and SlMKK4, two tomato MAPKKs, were found to activate
SlMPK1 and SlMPK2 in vitro and to induce cell death when

overexpressed in tomato leaves, thus indicating a possible MAPK

cascade in the Pto-mediated defense response against

Pseudomonas syringae pv. tomato (Pedley and Martin, 2004).

SlMAPKKKϵ is required for HR-induced cell death and disease

resistance against gram-negative bacterial pathogens in tomato
by mediating the SlMAPKKKϵ-MEK2-WIPK/SIPK cascade.

Silencing of SlMAPKKKϵ compromised tomato resistance to X.

campestris and P. syringae strains, resulting in the appearance of

disease symptoms and enhanced bacterial growth (Melech-

Bonfil and Sessa, 2010). The triple kinase SlMAPKKKa has

been demonstrated to function as a positive regulator of Pto-

mediated cell death in transgenic Nicotiana benthamiana lines
(del Pozo et al., 2004). In addition, two MAPK cascades, MEK2-

WIPK and MEK1-NTF6, were involved in Pto-mediated disease

resistance in tomato by regulating the expression of NPR1, a key

regulator of systemic acquired resistance (Ekengren et al., 2003).

Powdery mildew caused by the biotrophic ascomycete Erysiphe

necator Schw. adversely affects grapevine growth, berry quality

and grape production (Fung et al., 2008). When the grape was

infected by E. necator, a strong increase in the transcripts of most

MAPKKK genes (VviMAPKKK46 , VviMAPKKK50 ,

Vv iMAPKKK31 , Vv iMAPKKK32 , Vv iMAPKKK39 ,

VviMAPKKK38 and VviMAPKKK34) was caused, and in
particular, VviMAPKKK50 showed the highest transcript

abundance. A few MAPKKK genes (VviMAPKKK4 ,

VviMAPKKK54 and VviMAPKKK51) were significantly

downregulated by powdery mildew infection, especially

VviMAPKKK54 (Wang et al., 2014). In cucumber, a

Trichoderma-induced MAPK (TIPK) is involved in fungal
defense responses (Shoresh et al., 2006). Furthermore, qRT-

PCR analyses were used to examine the expression levels of the

CsMAPK genes in response to Pseudoperonospora cubensis. The

results showed that all the examined CsMAPKs were

downregulated after P. cubensis treatment, and the expression

levels of CsMAPKKs irregularly increased or decreased following
P. cubensis treatment (Wang et al., 2015). MEKK1-MKK4/5-

MPK3/6-WRKY22/29 and MKK9-mediated modules were

involved in the defense response to Plasmodiophora brassicae

in Brassica rapa. Three pair-wise genes (BraMKK4-1/4-2,

BraMKK5-1/5-2, and BraMPK6-1/6-2) and BraMPKs (MPK3

and MPK4) were strongly and continuously activated in the

roots of the CS BJN3-2 plants (Chinese cabbage near-isogenic
lines (NILs) carrying the clubroot-susceptible allele of crbcrb)

(Piao et al., 2018). In the modules of MKK9-MPK1/2-WRKY53,

MKK9-MPK5 and MKK9-MPK9/19/20, the transcripts of

BraMKK9 and BraMPK1, BraMPK2, BraMPK5, BraMPK9,

BraMPK19 and BraMPK20 were increased in B. rapa after P.

brassicae infection (Piao et al., 2018). MAPK cascades serve as
convergence points downstream of multiple cell surface-resident

receptors (Devendrakumar et al., 2018). The StMEK2-mediated

MAPK cascade is involved in potato immunity dependent on

StLRPK1, which is a putative leucine-rich repeat transmembrane

receptor-like kinase (Wang H. et al., 2018). Silencing StMEK2 in

StLRRK1-overexpressing N. benthamiana plants attenuates

resistance to Phytophthora infestans (Wang H. et al., 2018).
Based on the previous research, we noticed that MAPK

cascades regulate the disease resistance of horticultural plants

through multiple signal transduction pathways.

CONCLUSION

Mounting evidence indicates that the plant stress-resistance

signal transduction process is a complex network system, and

that the MAPK cascade is at the center of the network. Through

phosphorylation and dephosphorylation, the MAPK cascade

progressively amplifies and transmits a variety of stress signals

to downstream response factors and causes a series of stress
responses. Analyzing the members of the MAPK cascade and its

mechanism are critical for improving horticultural crop

resistance through molecular biology. Furthermore, deeper

knowledge of the mechanism of MAPK cascades might

facilitate the development of novel strategies to improve stress
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tolerance in horticultural plants (Šamajová et al., 2013). Genetic

engineering techniques offer various applications for improvement

of biotic and abiotic stress tolerance in horticultural crops

(Nehanjali et al., 2017). MAPK cascades, as regulators of gene

transcription with central roles in signal transduction, have

already been employed to increase abiotic stress tolerance
(Nehanjali et al., 2017).

Although a large number of studies in horticultural plants

have shown that MAPK cascades are involved in multiple

biological processes in responses to abiotic and biotic stresses,

research on the function of MAPK genes or the mechanism by

which the MAPK cascade regulates plant stress resistance is still
limited. In addition, different stress stimuli can activate the same

MAPK cascade genes. For example, in strawberry, drought and

salt damage can both activate MAPK5 (Zhou et al., 2017).

Temperature and pathogens can activate MAPK1-3 genes in

tomato (Kandoth et al., 2007; Nie et al., 2013; Yu et al., 2015;

Ding et al., 2018). The same stress stimuli can also activate
different MAPK cascades; for example, P. brassicae can activate

MKK9-MPK1/2-WRKY53, MKK9-MPK5 and MKK9-MPK9/

19/20 in B. rapa (Piao et al., 2018). Therefore, how the same

MAPK cascade is activated by different stresses and causes

different responses and how different MAPK cascades

coordinate the division of labor under the same stress remain

to be further verified by researchers. Thus, further analyses of

MAPK cascades and the molecular mechanisms of plant stress

resistance have great significance for elucidating the entire stress-

tolerance signal transduction pathway in horticultural plants.
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